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Bums Bolding Dedication Ceremony
See Page 5
7JJe $30,000 Cut~ff
by Kemp Richardson
This is the second in a series
of articles. concerning recent de-
velopments in financial aid. The
previous feature discussed in
general, the current situation.
This article will examine, more
specifically, the Guarantee Stu-
dent Loan Program (GSLP),
which is the primary aid source
for.most Loyola students.
As the last article mentioned,
the GSLP grew from its modest
1960's origins to a huge pro-
gram, and finally, in 1978, to
the removal of all eligibility re-
quirements. As of last year,
however, eligibility require-
ments were reinstated, and the'
remainder of this feature will
discuss these requirements.
The first eligibility cutoff line
is $30,000 adjusted gross in-
come (income after allowances
and deductions, as provided by
the IRS 1040 Form). All
students from families earning
$30,000 or less automatically
qualify for the full loan
amount. Above that figure, cer-
tain need-related variables are
considered.
A student's need is computed
in the following manner. Each
school creates a budget by com-
puting estimates for tuition and
fees, books and supplies, per-
sonal expenses, transportation,
and room and board. There are
four budget categories into
which a student may be placed:
two-parent dependent, one-par-
ent dependent, single Indepen-
dent, and married independent.
From this budget the estimated
family contribution is sub-
tracted. The estimated family
contribution is based on family
income, the number of depen-
dents in the family, and any ex-
tenuating financial cir-
cumstances. From the resulting
figure any non-GSLP financial
aid that the student might have
is also subtracted. The remain-
ing figure is the student's GSLP
eligibility.
As an example of how this
computation operates, suppose
a two-parent dependent student
comes from a one-dependent
family with a 1981gross adjust-
ed income of $30,050. Next
year's cost of attending school
has not yet been estimated, but
for illustration's sake assume it
is $9,000. The estimated family
contribution for the student
would be $3,140. This' figure
subtracted from $9,000 leaves
$5,860.
Let us also suppose the- stu-
dent has a $500 National Direct
Student Loan, eligibility. $500
from $5,860 is $5,360. The stu-
dent in this example, then,
would be eligible for the full
$5,000 GSLP limit.
The new requirements for the
GSLP would in most cases pre-
clude single independent stu-
dents from the program if they
.(Continued on page 7)
Professors Fail To
Make The Grade(s)
By Kathy McGuigan
and
Mitch Earle
The hottest issue to rock the .
campus since former dean Ted
Bruinsma's infamous "No
Food in Classrooms" edict has
Loyola students clamoring,-
"Where the hell's my grade"!"
As of Wednesday, February
3, grades were still outstanding
for these classes: Medico-Legal,'
Girardi; Federal Income Tax 1,
Hirschtick; Ethics, Counseling
and. Negotiation, Josephson,'
Trusts and. Wills, Laughran;
Corporations, Burris, and
Evidence, Lightfoot. (Professor
Lightfoot"s listing as delayed is
qualified. Thedelay is due to
computer program problems
and not the result of delinquen-
cy by the teacher.)
These outstanding grades are
from classes which ended in the
second and third weeks of
December. The - deadline for
priority grades (for students
that graduated in December)
was January 7. Nonpriority
grades deadline was January 15;-
Late grades have caused some
second and third year students
to hold onto units beyond the
date for dropping classes
without penalty. If the extra
units are not needed, the
students then suffer the out-of-
pocket expense and loss of
tuition refund which they could
ordinarily obtain if the add/ drop
deadline had not passed. Like- .
wise, where students. belatedly
find out that they have not pass-
ed a course, they must now
frantically try to add a class
after the deadline for doing so
has passed.
Other situations have arisen
where students applying for
financial aid or for transfer to
another school were unable to
meet the respective deadlines
because of the late grades.
Moreover, one tardy teacher
can affect the entire first year
class by holding up the nor-
malization process for first year
grades.
Assoc. Dean Dan Stewart has
termed this situation "outrage-
ous," stating that Loyola
"students have legitimate ex-
pectations of accountability
from their professors."
Inside 61's
Responding to the late grade
crisis, Stewart has addressed
this topic at several faculty
meetings but to no avail.
Despite the grade deadlines;
there is still no time limit for
delinquent teachers to turn in
their grades and there is present-
ly no, form of grievance pro-
cedure.
"I will support any serious
suggestions from students ori
how to deal with this problem,"
said Stewart.
Teachers Burdened
When Ethics Professor
Michael Josephson was ap-
proached for· an explanation
why his grades were late he
stated that the one month
.deadline was unrealistic when it
(Continued on page 4)
Deli Detente
by Michael Lebovitz
Marl.' Ward
The question you are asked
once you're in Gil's is, "What's
your bread?" The question you _
have to ask yourself even before
you 'go in is, "Do I have the
bread?"
Trying to stabilize a ten year
trend of price increases, Dean
Les Ramos and Gil Stern have
negotiated a price control agree-
ment effective this academic
year. For almost ten years, Gil,
Students Sensitized To
Violence Against Women
by Kim Thurmon
Due to the Women's Union's
vigorous publicity campaign,
the Violence Against Women
slide presentation and panel
discussion played to a standing
room only crowd in the Moot
Courtroom last semester.
The hour-long slide show was
enlightening, demonstrating
that sexually abusive images of
women are widespread and their
use validates and possibly per-
petuates real life violenceagainst
women. Some of the slides,
whether they were of billboards,
record album covers or mag-
azine ads, were so obviously
violent they drew sounds of
shock and disgust from a mixed
male-female audience.
A memorable example was a
slide of a Rolling Stone bill-
board which depicted a smiling-
faced, provactively clad woman
sitting with her legs spread and
her body bound and bruised.
The caption read, "I am black
and blue from the Rolling
Stones and I love It." This bill-
board was representative for it
displayed a woman passively ac-
-cepting or actually appreciating
being the object of violence.
This portrayal perpetuates the
myth that "they want it." In
reality, the overwhelming ma-
jority of women loathe such
(Continued on page 6)
Phote by: Milch Earle
A. full house heard a sensitizing debate on the issue of how to
counter Violence Against Women. Panelists included, from left:
Susan McGreivy of the Southern California Chapter of the ACLU:
Lynn Magnin-Donovan, M.S.W., of the Women's Equal Rights
Legal Defense and Education Fund; Professor Chris May, who
moderated the discussion; Melinda Lowrey of Women Against
Violence Against Women (WAVAW), and Joyce Wolf also of
WAVWA, not shown.
who prefers to be known simply
as "Gil," has raised his prices
between.five and ten cents each
year. This academic year, infla-
tion and the move to the new
building would have forced a
similar increase. But Dean
Ramos in an effort to develop a
five year lease with Gil which
would have allowed price con-
trol, set up a one year com-
promise experiment.
"Gil has bent over back-
wards," said Ramos, "raising
prices on only 25070 of the items
he had originally intended."
The five year lease would
have given Gil "job security" in
exchange for price control. The
pact did not materialize, how-
ever, and the experiment was
developed to measure the admin-
istration's -influence over Gil's
operation at the end of the year.
Currently, Gil operates under a
contract which must be renewed
every year.
In his nine year relationship'
with the school, the -current
written agreement is relatively
new. For the first years, Gilhad
only an informal oral agreement
with Loyola. When Dean Ramos
came to Loyola two years ago,
he and Gil put the present con-
tract in writing. All ofthe prior
agreements had allowed Gil to
raise his prices at wilL Gil in-
sists, though, that he had done
so merely to "keep up with in-
flation" and that he has always
"tried to keep prices down. I'm
selling some items at or below
cost. "
Prices Lower
Gil said that if students com-
pared his price to the general
market, they would find his
(Continued on page 3)
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Loyola News Briefs News Briefs ·Loyola News Briefs
gaining first-hand knowledge
of, and experience in, the
legislative process," Roberti
said.
Fellowships are .awarded by
the Senate Rules' Committee
after an initial screening of ap-
plications and a subsequent Phi Alpha 'Delta's Regional
panel interview. Only twelve Spring Alumni Dinner is com-
full time Fellowships, are ing up shortly, on Thursday,
available at a monthly salary of February 18. This year the
$1000.00. alumni lawyers and judges will
Senate Fellows are assigned mingle and dine with students
to the personal or committee from all over Southern Califor-
staffs of Senate members. nia at Chinatown's famous
Responsibilities include legisla- General Lee's Restaurant. It's a
tive research and bill analysis, great chance to meet your
.constituent casework, and other future colleagues, and learn to
Mid March A seminar on administrative duties. feel comfortable talking with
7:30-10 p.m. Sexual Harrass- - College graduation by the them (great experience for those
ment in work- commencement of the Fellow- job interviews).
place by a speak- ship is required. Individuals Loyola's local Ford Chapter
er from the with advanced degrees, or those nad its own version of an alum-
Women's Legal in mid-career, are also en- ni dinner, with its Bench and
Clinic. . couraged to apply. Bar Night on Friday, January
Early April Wine & Cheese Application forms and infor- 29, in the new Faculty Lounge.
Party with Loyola mati on brochures are available Those who attended agreed it
Female Alumnae through college and university was a wonderful chance for
& current mem- Career Planning and Placement students, faculty, and Loyola
bers. offices, or from an applicant's Phi Alpha Delta alumni to meet
Meetings this semester switch district office of his/her respec- _ and make new friends in the Los
each week from Wednesdays to tive Senator. Additional infor- Angeles legal community.
r-----------.,..---, Thursdays at 5'00. mation and application forms As you can see, Phi Alpha
SU M M' E'R can be obtained by contacting Delta Law Fraternity offers allFellowships the Senate Fellowship Program kinds of activities for itsLAW STU DY office, State Capitol, Suite 400, members - professional,
SACRAMENTO-Senate Pres- Sacramento, California, 95814. social, and entertainment Gust
ident Pro Tempore David The telephone number is (916) wait for our St. PADdy's Day
Roberti, chairman of the Senate 445-4311. Beer Blast and -food sale).
Rules Committee, announced A reminder for all P.A.D.
the opening period for applica- Admissions members - Elections are com-
tions+ to the 1982-83 Senate Open House ing up soon. Attend the General
Fellowship Program. Meeting for nominations, and
The nine month Program On Friday, February 5, 1982 be sure to vote!!
begins in Sacramento Novem- the Admissions Office hosted
ber 1, 1982. A Fellow's tenure Loyola's Annual Open House.
can be extended up to three ad- The purpose of the event was to
ditional months. familiarize applicants with the
"Since 1973, the 'Senate. law school facilities as well as to
Fellowship Program has offered promote communication bet-
an exceptional opportunity to ween applicants and the Loyola
college graduates interested in Law School Community.
• R Approximately three hundred
prospective first year students
and about 30 Loyola law
students representing campus
organizations attended.
The Admissions Office has
stated that the availability of
law students, during the yearly
open house, to talk with ap-
plicants and describe personal
experiences, has been one of the
most important contributions to
the success of the program.
*Tuition Late Fee*
Students please note that
your second tuition payment is
due February 22, 1982.
The Student Accounts office
will be open from 10 a.m. -
1 p.m. and 2 p.m. - 6 p.m.
An additional $20.00 will be
added to each students account
each time a tuition payment is
late and no other arrangements
have been made beforehand.
Deans Forum
obligation to buy the portrait
but you must have the photo-
graph taken if you want your
picture in the yearbook. Year-
book orders will be taken at the
time the portrait is taken. Exact
times, dates, and location will
be posted.
WOMENS UNION
Women's Union Activities
Feb. 18th Carol Agate will
speak on - "Sex
Discrimination in
Sports"
General Meeting
The next Deans' Open Forum
will be held on March 24, from Feb. 24th
4-6 p.m. in the Student Lounge.
School Yearbook
The Loyola Law School year-
book is now in the planning
stages. The cooperation of the
graduating students is necessary
to make this yearbook some-
thing you can treasure (or laugh
about) for years.
Later this month or early in
March a photographer will be
on campus to take portraits of
graduating students. There is no
in
Guadalajara
London
Oxford
Paris. -
Russia - Poland
San Diego
For information: Prof. H. Lazerow
U. of San Diego School of Law
Alcala Park, San Diego CA 92110
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Apple Betty Coffee Shop
'est foodB estpriceec • cocktti/s
10% off on a/l purchases over $3
for a/l students with identification
9 th
Loyola
Good place for breakfast and lunch
1545 W~ Olympic Blvd.
To go call 385-8284
P.A.D.
Phi Alpha Delta Law Frater-
nity has a full schedule of ac-
tivities for its members this
Spring, and many are still up-
coming.
First, Phi Alpha Delta's
"Law in the Cinema" film
series will present the third and
last of its entries: The Paper
Chase. It will screen on Wed-
nesday, March 10th, in the
Moot Court Room at 2:30 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m. Attendance is
F R E E to all Loyola law
students, so take a study break,
and watch someone else get the
first-year jitters for a change.
'With two showings, both day
and night students will be able
to attend. If you need any more
justification, you can always
consider it a Contracts review
session, whether for first year
finals or the bar!
There's still time to make
reservations for the Loyola-
USC Phi Alpha Delta Mam-
moth Ski Trip on Feb. 26-28.
With all this winter's storms,
there should be plenty of snow
for skiing. And for the lounge
lizards (and those whose
muscles have atrophied in the
library), there's always
snowball fights and cozy
fireside chats. See the P .A.D.
bulletin board for details.
CORD
The . Coro Foundation is
pleased to announce its second
public affairs leadership train-
ing program for first and
second-year Hispanic law stu-
dents. This unique program,
scheduled to begin June 7, 1982
will enable 12 individuals to
study and observe first-hand the
forces that combine to create
public policy in Los Angeles.
During the' highly intensive
ten-week program, participants
will be placed in a variety of in-
ternships with local govern-
ment, business, labor and com-
munity organizations as well as
in seminars to develop research
and communication skills.
The full-time summer pro-
gram offers a special opportuni-
ty to students who possess
potential for leadership, dem-
onstrated concern- for com-
munity, intellectual curiosity
about the public decision-
making process and a genuine
interest in strengthening these
qualities. There is no tuition
. charge and fellowships of up to
$2,000, based upon need, are
available.
Applications are due Mary 1
and are available from:
Coro Foundation
Oviatt Building
617 S. Olive St., Ste. 610
Los. Angeles, CA 90014
Photo by: Mitch Earle
Uelman V. Llghtfeot, 10 Moot Court 29 (1981).
The DEADLINE
for the
N~XT ISSUE,
isIMarch 4, 19821
All copy must be typed and .double (or triple
spaced with 50 character lines, e.g., 20~70
margin settings.
All submissions can be turned in to our
mailbox (#73) on the 2nd Floor of the new
building.
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DeliDetente--
(Continued from page 1)
prices low. He claimed that
students will complain about
prices here and yet pay more for
the same food elsewhere. He
also said he puts in 15 to 16
hours a day to avoid additional
labor costs.
Although the five year pact
fell through, the school has
"price control to a point," says
Gil.
. The school has it's option not
to renew Gil's contract: Accor-
ding to Ramos, the school has,
in the past, solicited informa-
tion from other bidders to test
their interest in the school food
service. The school has also
considered opening another
food service on campus but, ac-
cording to Ramos, "it is hard
enough keeping one operation
profitable to have to worry
about two". .
Profitability problems are
caused in part by the complex-
ities involved in serving Gil's
clientele. The administration re-
quires exclusive service to the
campus and outside customers
are not allowed inside.
"The student who only has
an hour between classes," said
Ramos, "can't wait in line."
Also, according to Gil, there
are more day students on cam-
pus this year. This meant that he
was forced to hire a cashier to
accomodate the increased de-
mand. Furthermore, operating
in a school environment creates
"down time" as Gil calls it. The
training expenses incurred when
employees leave for, steadier
work, he said, often results in
higher labor costs.
While profitability is Gil's
concern, recouping a capital in-
vestment is the administration's.
When Gil was moved to the new
building, the school spent
money assisting Gil in the move
and also purchased equipment
which will remain at Loyola if a
new food service operation is
brought in. The Placement Center is
Loyola collects only a utility surveying students who have
fee from Gil, based on a kilo- clerked for law firms about
watt usage rate. It does not their clerkship experiences.
share in his profits and because These surveys are part of a
of the capital investment the placement program entitled
school is losing money. "How to Sueeed in Your Sum-
Students' price concerns are mer Clerkship," which will be
probably redressed through this offered to future clerks in
balance between the adrninistra- March.: Through the surveys,
tion and Gil. former clerks will provide
Students' concerns over Gil's useful information on how lay
menu are a different matter. Ac- firms operate. This information
cording to both Gil and Ramos, will be dispensed to future
it would take "numerous re- clerks so that they can profit
quests" in order to get some- from the past experiences of
thing added on the menu. Gil others. .
insists that the variety he offers The program was initiated by
is among the best in the area - third-year student, Marcia
given the space in which he has Meoli, who was a clerk at a law
to work. He said he requested firm last summer. Meoli discov-
more space in the new building ered during her clerkship that
but his request was turned there was much about law firm
down. practice which is not taught to
One of Gil's major suppliers students at Loyola before they
is his brother-in-law who enter clerkships. St-udents have
operates a delicatessen near the opportunity to learn about
Loyola. Gil said that buying researching, writing and inter-
food from the deli increases his viewing for clerking jobs, but
buying power because it limits· not about working at law firms
his food preparation and handl- and all that it entails. Further-
ing costs. more, law firms are often too
"The student benefits in price insensitive to tell their clerks
and quality from my ability to what is expected of them. Con-
purchase food there." Ramos sequently, many clerks have to
agrees the food is high quality, learn by trial and error what it
and concern over Gil's prices takes to please their employers,
may be secondary to the and this sometimes causes them
dangers involved if poor quality to lose offers from firms for
food is served. which they clerk.
According to Ramos, only To better prepare clerks from
one incident of food poisoning Loyola to suceed in their clerk-
has been reported in the last two ships, Placement Center Direc-
years. Ramos said that the pro- tor, Joan ~rofa\1t and M,eql,i de-...... \<,,.•• "."1 'f' v.e,' ••• ' ••• \.1.\._'._,._'~'.! ' ;,,.,, oil " ....••• ' \L t {I t 1 f" f I" t I..J,I'l.
Drugs, Mail Fraud Among
..
Latest Federal Cases, .
The following case disposi-
tions wereprovided by the U.S.
Attorney's Office. The Reporter
wishes to express its apprecia-
tion for the continual support
of U.S. Attorney for the Cen-
tral District of California,
Stephen Trott, arid his prede-
cessor, Andrea Ordin.
NARC CODE LANGUAGE
. ,
flight of defendant BARRAZA-
MEZA, who failed to appear
after the first week of trial.
The convictions of all defend-
ants followed an eight month
investigation by the Drug En-
forcement Administration,
which involved the use of court
authorized telephone wiretaps
in Corona, California and in
Chula Vista, California. Accord-
ing to Assistant United States
Attorneys Daniel J. Gonzalez
and Laurie Levenson the
evidence at trial disclosed a
sophisticated heroin distribu-
tion operation in the Los
Angeles and San Diego areas in
which the defendants and their
narcotics trafficking associates
used a form 'of narcotics "code
language" in an attempt to
mask the criminal nature of
their telephone conversations.
Search warrants executed at the
close of the investigation
resulted-in the seizure of heroin,
many items of drug' parapher-
nalia, firearms and several
thousand dollars in cash.
Worry About A Job
by Joan Profant
Director of Placement
Earlier this. month at a con-
ference of lawyers and place-
ment professionals at the major
law schools on the West Coast,
there WaS a length¥, conver-
sation about this year's first
year law students.
First year counseling was a
topic on the agenda, but it was
Past Clerks To Be Surveyed
cedures the school followed and
would follow in the event of
another report, include a trac-
ing of the food eaten to Gil's
storage and sanitation pro-
cedures. The one reported inci-
dent, when traced, resulted in a
payment to the student. In this
case, the student signed a
release with Gils's insurance
company. Gil claims this meant
that the incident was not
definitely traced to his food.
'There have been at least two
unreported incidents of foreign
organic matter in food. One was After a four-week trial, a
in a pre-sealed package, the federal court jury in Los
)the: ~a~ In a salad product. Angeles convicted five defen-
Gl1- IS Inspected regularly by ~ dants of conspiracy to distribute
the L.A. County Board of heroin and cocaine. The defend-
Health. Officials there contact- ants JOHN RODRIGUEZ from
ed by The Reporter said Gil was Oxn~rd NARCISO GONZAL-
inspected three, times last year EZ-RIOS from Woodland Hills,
and in his nine years has never RAUL BARRAZA-MEZA
been cited for a violation. Gil from Ontario, GREGORIO
said he complies immediately SUAZO-TORRES from Ana-
with any of their jequests. heiin and RAMON DONATO
Ramos also stressed that he is de la HERRAN from Fontana,
very concerned about food had each been charged in a
quality problems, stating, 'if multi-count indictment of viola-
we've got a problem, we want to tions of the federal narcotics
know about it." Ramos said laws.
both the school and Gil would The trial was marked by the
be involved jn any food quality
problem, and that the school First Ye_r Rap
would be "oversympathetic" to'
the concerns of the students.
"Numerous" requests to
change a menu item and faith in
a price conscious Dean Ramos,
then, are the seeming extent of
the students' abilities to influ-
ence Gil's operation. While
Ramos expressed a desire to
hear student complaints, Gil
noted student interaction as one
of the "benefits" in being asso-
ciated with Loyola. Neither the '
students, the school, nor Gil has
what one could call a good bar-
gaining position. "It's a ques-
tion of balance" .
cided to develop a program
whereby future clerks can be
told in advance what to expect
during their clerkships. The
Placement Center recognizes
that it is not enough that Loyola
students know how to get clerk-
ships: They must know how to
succeed in those clerkships.
What better way to inform
future clerks than by relating to
them the past experiences of
former clerks? Former clerks
understand the pressures in-
herent in clerkships and remem-
ber .the pratfalls they en-
countered during their clerk-
ships.
If you have Clerked for a law
firm of any size, practice, or
location, your help is needed to
make this program successful.
The program will be invaluable
for future clerks as well as
future associates, because simi-
lar demands are often placed on
both groups of law firm em-
ployees. However, the value will
only be realized if former clerks
take the time to supply their
knowledge and experience.
Surveys are available at the
Placement Center and at promi-
nent locations throughout cam-
pus. Pick one up and return it
completed to the Placement
Center by FebruaryZe. Then
watch for the Placement Center
Program "How to Succeed in
Your Summer Clerkship" on
March 24, 1982, where the sur-
vey results will be presented. If
you do, you'll certainly learn a
lot about law firm practice.
ses about- general things. Se-
cond, to be informed, you will
want to learn what other stu-
'dents and alumni can teach you
about job hunting and career
success in the Career Seminar
series this Spring. To be in-
formed you should consider the
preparation of your first legal
resume which can be discussed
in workshops or developed and
reviewed with staff members.
In short, your first year task
is to get the knowledge you need
to plan a unique approach to
finding a satisfying niche in the
legal community.
Ther.e will be Summer clerk-
ing jobs that are listed for first
years in the placement office in
Each of us thought it must be April or May. There will be
our own institution, but after many more employers that will
the sharing, it became clear that "take" a first year student al-
t e anxiety and race to "do" though the firm prefers a second
something was everywhere in year day or third year evening
every single torts class in the person. The wild and crazy esti-
land. It made for a composite mate is that half the first year
gloom as we felt unable to re- day students will work in legal
order other people's priorities. jobs over the summer. .
All of us being good counselors, My point is that the big band
we could only counsel. The law mellow sound approach to
firms could only stack away· clerking and employment dur-
resumes. ing and after first year is better
First Year Grades than a new wave tempo. You
The advice is this: First year don't even have to work in the
students .should be concentrat- law this summer. You may pros-
ing on academics, period! per instead with study abroad or
It can be looked at strictly a clinical or getting units ahead
from a job search strategy point in summer school or chopping
of view or from "resume wood at. $12.00 an hour. This
value." The academic accom- one summer is still experimental
plishments of the first year are and you haven't got many of
the points on the map that di- those. Remember the majority
rect your destination. The job of the evening people never
search process will. gobble up clerk, but still are competitive
enormous amounts of your time when it counts.
and energy, eventually. But to It isn't fair to discuss people
force the issue and feel compel" like a crop of grapes, but can-
led to seek work during the first didly, my staff has lab led our
year or to be interviewing or first year crowd as very nice,
writing cover letters now seems talented, funny, poised human
that less prudent. beings. This class' of 1984 is
There are some things to do clearly going to be crisp and dry
to be informed. It could be sug- with a fine bouquet.
gested that you learn what the If you decide your career ob-
placement services here can and jectives, that's one thing, but
can not do. This semester the don't let lemming anxiety nibble
Placement Director will be talk- into your goals or time. The
ing briefly in each section of the first year class is too good to
Civil Procedure Workshop, clas- fret away valuable .~nergy.
casual talk over the salad as
well. The to'he of the inquiry
went like this: Are this year's
first year students a reasonable
approximation of a punk rock
audience? Yes, they .are bounc-
ing to a frantic job concern
beat.
Everyone concurred that a
funny panic had begun and we
all felt faintly guilty. None of
the social critics or philosophers
could analyze why this calendar
group of students seems so ex-
ceptionally and particularly
anxious about work. Was it Rea-
gan economy or chemical war-
fare that made the future so in-
trusive?
Sentencing has been set for
March 1, 1982, before the
Honorable Malcolm M. Lucas,
United States District Judge.
The defendants could each be
sentenced up to fifteen (15)
years for their participation in
this conspiracy.
TELEDYNE FRAUD
SCHEME
A Federal grand jury has
returned an indictment alleging
32 counts of mail fraud against
the former purchasing agent
and materials manager of
Teledyne Sprague Engineering,
in Gardena, California.
Donovan Clark Kirkpatrick of
Tustin, California was charged
by the grand jury with devising
a scheme during 1979 and 1980
to defraud the company of his
"loyal, honest and faithful ser-
vices as an employee" by con-
cealing secret payments made to
him by suppliers and by order-
ing approximately $150.00 in
parts which were paid for by the
company but never delivered.
(Continued on page 5)
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'Editorial
Accountability-
Valid
Consideration.
~The scene is rush hour, Holly-
wood Freeway. Professor Mi-
chael Bazyler is driving home
when his -car stalls. In the first
"lane on an upgrade, his is
unable to push his car to the
shoulder.' Stranded, alone and
desperate.
Responding to the peril of the
visiting professor is Theodore
"Ted" Grabowski, one of-Bazy-:
ler's own students. Seeing a
chance to maximize his student
participation grade, Ted decides
to help. In a cloud of carbon
monoxide, Ted pulls up in front
of Bazyler and dismounts his
steed. He helps Bazyler push his
car to the shoulder, drives him
to a call box to notify Triple-A
and returns him to the scene.
The whole process takes over an
hour, but Ted makes sure Bazy-
ler and his upcomingtorts exam
are safe, and then leaves.
Ted Grabowski, first year law
student, good samaritan, and
modern day hero.
Sources were unable to con-
firm that a major motion pic-
ture studio is interested in secur-
ing the rights to the "Ted
Grabowski Story." But whether
Ted's story gets the national re-
cognition it deserves, Grabow-
ski's heroics have won the
praise of at least Section One of
the first year class.
Thanks Ted!
The callousness and insensitivity that certain faculty members
have shown in the matter of late grades has resulted in increased
.tension, frustration and anger in many Loyola students.
And rightly so. Late grades have caused losses of tuition refunds,
missed deadlines for scholarships and transfer applications,. and
last minute scrambling to shift credits. All of this is unfair to the
student who is disadvantaged through no fault of his own.
Imagine this situation. Student has handed in a paper an hour
late and i!!docked five points - one point for every -12minutes
overdue. Student knew the rules he had to play by so he accepts the
unfortunate consequences. A month later the same teacher who
sliced five points off student's paper is two weeks late in turning in
her class grades. Is the teacher penalized? NO! Are there any ad-
ministrative sanctions! NO!
An inequitable situation arises when faculty members may hold a
student rigidly accountable and yet are not themselves held to the
same accountability. Isn't it a paradox that students spend hours
learning "THE LAW" - the way society disciplines itself - and
these classes are being taught by those who are unable or reluctant
to subject themselves to. thisdiscipline.
Historically, there has always been some tension between faculty
and students. It seems this is an unavoidable consequence of the
teaching process. With late grades, however, an added tension sur-
faces. Administrators are placed in the roles of policemen as they
attempt to enforce to collect delinquent grades. The result is the
straining of working relationships between administration and
faculty/ These unneccessary results could have been easily avoided
if teachers turned in their grades on time.
Grading is a key area of responsibility for a teacher. Most pro-
fessors take this process very seriously and are diligent in meeting
the stated deadlines. Some however, for whatever personal priority,
reasons, are unable to comply with the time limit that most other
professors find reasonable.
The Administration and students have at the present time no
power or authority to compel a professor to act within time limits.
It is obvious that faculty peer pressure and studentresentment are
'not enough. Theoretically there is no outside Iimit as to how long a
teacher may be delinquent.' _ ..
This situation is unjust. Students have a right to demand accoun-
tability from their professors. A student is in the position of a con-
sumer .:_ a consumer that is buying a teaching service. It is true that
this service is subject to many conditions and limitations, but one
of these conditions is not. that a professor should be able to ar-
bitrarily disadvantage his students. . ,
Students should take an active role to make sure that they are
getting their moneys worth. It should be made clear- that we
students have legitimate expectations of the faculty. The student
. body as a sizable and responsible group should demand explana-
tions from delinquent teachers and take action to assure that this
ludicrous situation does not occur again in the future.
Professors Fail·..._.._~---
(Continued from page 1)
is considered that a teacher
must also prepare for spring'
semester classes. He felt that the
burdens on teachers were under-
estimated by most students.
"I think fast feedback is
valuable and I am very sym-
pathetic to students' point of
view but I don't wish to
sacrifice my present classes. The
demands of students in them-
selves are unreasonable and do
not justify the combined effect
with everything else," he said. ,
Josephson viewed several
contributing factors as causing
the delays, including the time
constraints posed by "Loyola's
high teacher/student ratio" and
the membership of most faculty
members on several academic or
administrative committees. He
did not explain, however, why it
is that most faculty members
have these constraints 'and still
manage to get their grades in on
time.
Josephson hastened to list as
an additional factor that more
and more law professors are do-
ing outside work. "Students are
naive to assume that this is not
'becoming' a necessity. With the
top quality of personnel, it is
not unreasonable to expect
other commitments outside
teaching," said Josephson, who
is president of one of the biggest
bar review courses in the nation.
The Registrar's Office has
been aggressive in, collecting
grades. A week before the,
deadline, Registrar Frank Real
personally called every teacher.
Since the deadline passed, delin-
quent teachers have been con-
tacted by his office every day or
two. Once grades are received
-by his office there is at most a
48·hour delay in' posting them.
According to Real, the
deadline for add/drop was a
full week after grades were due
in the hope of avoiding the in-
convenience and expense now
placed on students. If the time
limit had been complied with,
students would have had an en-
tire week to ajust their_schedules
accordingly without penalty,
commented Real.
"As a former law student
myself," said Real,"I am very
sensitive to the situation and am-
, very concerned about students'
needs and feelings. I am limited
in what I can actually do."
Sanctions Proposed
Several informal student pro-
.posals have been made to deal
with this problem. Most involve
working through the student
government. One involves mak-
ing a study to spot trends
among those teachers habitually .
delinquent. Another proposal
seeks scheduling changes to ac-
commodate a p ar t icul ar
teacher's needs.
Another alternative is to
.Lettertorials
I lurched backward, my mind
reeling like' the grounds and
water dropping reluctantly into
a sleazy poker-cup of quarter
coffee. The 88's, 92's and 95'~
spun before my eyes in a mani-
acal race toward inflated perfec-
tion.
Somehow it didn't add up
kosher. I pump my fluids for a
top grade in Con law only to see
my efforts vaporize in a nuclear
flash of greener grass on the
other fellow's law. An 84 med-
ian indeed.
Righetously outraged, I
stormed the administration of-
fices, spoiling for satisfaction.
Dean Ramos invited me to his
office. A likable enough guy,
sure, but the party line wouldn't
wash this stain away. Explana-
tions flew past my face and neck
as I strained like a couple on the
verge, failing to see cogency in
last year's committee's excuses ..
Then, everything faded into a
red and black haze of fury. I
collared Ramos, pinning him
like a poster to the office wall,
his legs flailing the air wildly. I
couldn't help but wonder how
best to harness this admini-
strative power.
Hearing the commotion,
Deans Rosen and Stewart slam-
med into the room, brandishing
the 45· semi-automatics made.
classic for Loyola deans by Ted-
dy "Little Bazooka" Bruinsma.
The deans launched them-
selves at me, anxious to subdue..
I gathered my legs under me like
coiled steel, leaping high over
the flying tackles. Stewart rolled
over unconscious, his skull
cracked like a ripe melon by the
desk. Ramos lay under him,
gasping for air.
Alone and terrified, Dean
Rosen emptied his gun into me,
knowing all the while that the
qualified immunity could never
be enough to walk 'away clean
. . . never be enough . . .
OK -' the' above story isn't
true ', but it could be! Having a
5 or 6 point difference in med-
ian scores between 2 identical
classes is absurd. For such a dis-
crepancy to exist in a school
where a difference of 2 or 3
points in your GPA will drop
you 25% in class standing is
bizarre and fantastic.
. Granted, a school-wide man-
datory median score could be
.inequitable if all of the "smart"
students end up in one class,
and all of the "dumb" students
end up in another. However,
that moderate risk seems emi-
niently palatable compared to
our present scheme of syste-
matic and guaranteed discrim-
ination. Let's establish a school-
wide mandatory median before
anyone really gets hurt.
Love,
Johnny K. Contract
make the faculty mernbersmore j "Loyola has no administrative
aware of the problem and put sanctions or penalties that can
pressure on them to correct this be levied. If I had more tools
through the student-faculty available I would use them."
representatives to the SBAs. Josephson disputed the effec-
Faculty members could in' this tiveness of possible sanctions
way take responsibility upon against teachers. "This appeals
themselves and decide on to a student's vindictive nature
reasonable sanctions. which is understandable, but I
Real noted that at present, think it would have little or no
effect. "
"A teacher has already made
his priority decisions. Sanctions
assume that a teacher is not do-
ing his best," said Josephson.
He suggested that the response
to sanctions would be bad ex-
ams, objective examinations
and a compromised quality of
grading.
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New Building Praised,
Blessed At Dedication
by Mitch Earle
Dedication ceremonies for
the new Fritz B. Burns Building,
attended by a host of communi-
ty dignitaries, were held
January 30 in the Student
Lounge before a standing room
only crowd.
The celebration, highlighted
by the unveiling of a portrait of
the late Dean Richard A.
Vachon, S. J., was staged to
commemorate the completion
of the first of four phases of a
$6 million expansion project at
Loyola. '
Los Angeles Mayor Tom
Bradley, who had entered
through a side door after the
ceremony began, had kind
words for Fritz' Burns and the
law school. The recently-
announced gubernatorial can-
didate said that "the quality of
Loyola is well-recognized every-
where."
"This city is richer and better
because Loyola is situated
here," said Bradley. .
Archbishop of Los Angeles,
Cardinal Timothy Manning,
then blessed the building,
sprinkling holy water in the
direction of the two rows of
dignitaries seated behind the
elevated podium.
Many other priests and
teachers from the LMU campus
were in attendance, as well as
Loyola Law School Deans
Gerald Rosen, Dan Stewart,
Lola McAlpin-Grant and Leo
Ramos, The majority of the
crowd were financial con-
tributors to Loyola, many of
whom are current faculty
members.
The highlight of the
ceremony, a planned surprise
for the 300 in attendance,
Ieat ur e.d Associate Dean
McAlpin-Grant pre-senting the
unveiling of a new portrait of
Dean Vachon who died sudden-
ly in June, 1981. Dean Grant,
recalling the days when Father
Vachon was one of her pro-
fessors at Loyola, said that the
committee for the Richard A.
Vachon Scholarship Fund was
today "remembering him as a
teacher, friend' and Jesuit
priest. "
Vachon, who began his
tenure at Loyola in 1962, died
last June 11 after succumbing to
a sudden onslaught of cancer.
The portrait of Vachon was
painted by Edward Fazzio; who
took a bow. The 3 Y2' x 4' paint-
ing currently hangs in the outer
area of the Deans' office.
"The Fund will be used to aid
students wanting to participate
in judicial' clerkships," said
Grant,
"He had a kind of parish here
at Loyola Law School," said
Grant, who told a story about
Father Vachon performing her
wedding ceremony. Everything
had been running according to
schedule until Vachon mis-
takenly concluded the ceremony
by congratulating Grant and her
newlywed husband as "Mr. and
Mrs. McAlpin, " at which point
Vachon turned bright red.
When the chapel, slated as
Phase IV of the expansion pro-
ject, is completed, it is hoped.
that it will be dedicated to
Father Vachon, added Grant.
After an invocation by Rabbi
Alfred Wolf, D.D. of the
Wilshire Boulevard Temple, law
school Dean Gerry Rosen gave a
nutshell history of the events
which led up to the present site
of the law school and the con-
struction of the Burns building.
He noted that the late J. Rex
Dibble, former dean of the law
school (1959-66), was responsi-
ble for getting the "old
building" (the 9th Street
building) built and the transi-
tion of the school from its
.former Grand Avenue location.
Rosen also said that the con-
struction of the 9th Street
building was made possible by a
foundation gift from the man
for whom the new building is
named, Fritz Burns. Constitu-
tional Law professor rrea
Lower, during his tenure as
dean, retained Frank Gehry as
architect for the new building
and immediate past Dean Ted
Bruinsma was "heavily involv-
ed," according to Rosen,
"All I did when I arrived, was
move in,", Rosen humbly f"e-
marked.
Accolade was also bestowed
upon Rev. Donald P. Merrifield,
S.J. and Rev. Charles Casassa,
S.J., the respective President
and Chancellor of LMU for the
erection of the new building.
Next to speak from the
podium adorned with flowers,'
were the Day and Evening SBA
Presidents, Jeff Zinn and Dan
Longo. Dubbed as "The Jeff
and Dan Show" by Emcee and
Board of Visitors Vice Chair-
person, Charles Redmond
(Class of '75), the duo spoke
praisingly of the advantages
gained by students as a result of
the new building. Longo refer- .
red to the spacious dining and
(Continued from page 3)
Teledyne Sprague Engineer-
ing is engaged in the manufac-
ture of' hydraulic pumps and
other equipment. It is a division
of Teledyne, Inc., head-
quartered in Century City. As
purchasing agent and materials
manager, Kirkpatrick was re-
sponsible for purchasing,
receiving; and inventory control
at the company. The indictment
alleges 'that he ordered parts
from certain suppliers without
disclosing that he was receiving
a portion of the money paid by_
Teledyne for the parts ordered,
and without disclosing that
thousands of the parts that 'he
ordered would never be de-
livered to or received by the
, company. The secret payments
were allegedly made through an
intermediary in the form of cash
and checks deposited in bank
accounts in Kirkpatrick's name.
(Continued on page 7) ~----------------------------------------------~
talking area in the new Gil's.
Zinn followed, lauding the new
student lounge and invited those
interested to see the large SBA
office adjacent to the lounge.
After Father Merrifield des-
cribed the plans for the other
three phases of the Loyola Law
School campus, he spoke of
Fritz Burns, who together with'
James Culver, developed the
Playa del Rey area of Los
Angeles in the 1920's. Burns,
who was the owner of the
Dickins and Gilespie Real
Estate Co. in 1925, _ was a
member of the LMU Board-of
Regents from 1953 through
1968.
It was Burns who was respon-
sible for buying the land for the
9th Street building from the
Catholic Archdiocese and for
selling the .Grand Avenue law
school property, noted Rev.
Merrifield. ~
. ,Joseph Rawlinson, longtime
friend of Burns and trustee of
the Fritz B. Burns Foundation,
said that the real estate
developer was always support-
ive of the Catholic community
in Los Angeles.
"He always helped in getting
property to build chapels," said
Rawlinson. -
Burns is credited with build-
ing the San Fernando Industrial
Park in Glendale and with
developing the 'communities of .
Panorama City and Toluca
Lake.
u.s. Atty--
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SBA NEWS
Innovative Ideas
By Jeffrey A. Zinn
President, Day Student Bar Ass-'n.
During my past eleven
months in office, Ihave come to
the conclusion that two things
need to be done at Loyola that
will greatly enhance the students
plight here. Both are somewhat
controversial, .but many good
things are that way, at least at
first.
First, I feel that there is a
need for the Day and Evening
Student Bar Associations to
merge into one- unified group.
In the past, the so called "split"
between the two groups has
hampered the potential excel-:
lence that we groups have both
been so close to achieving. This
would consolidate the resources
and influence which groups
have divided in the past. We are
one student pool, all with simi-
lar curriculums, professors, tui-
tion, and goals. I see no reason
that one Loyola Student Bar
Association could not serve the
needs of all students here. Hope-
fully, we studerits will approve
H
such an innovative idea in 'the
next student body elections.
The second idea I have re-
gards the student bookstore. It
is my suggestion that the Stu- -,
dent Bar Association take over
that operation after the existing
lease expires. As with most col-
leges and universities, the stu-
dents would reap the profits and
manage the operation. This sit-
. uation would also create jobs .
for students who could use a
convenient way to help subsi-
dize their budgets. It would be
managed by a full time employee
of the Student Bar Association,
possibly the same manager that
currently runs the operation.
With income from such a con-
cern, Student Bar fees could be
eliminated altogether, and
possibly new programs for stu-
dents could be initiated. This
item should also appear on the
ballot at the SBA election on
March 23-25. Both would make
the students a happier lot. Sug-'
gestions on these "innovative
ideas" are encouraged.
Final Budget AII()cations
ALLOCATIONSTUDENT GROUP
Blck American Law Students Association. $ 1,050.
Asian-American Law Students Association ... 850.
+ $ ,750 loan
LARaza Law Students Association 1,310.
+ 700 loan
Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity. : 1,009.
Women's Union : 650.
Tax Law Society 500.
Republican Law Forum 300.
St. Thomas More Law Honor Society 850.
Loyola Reporter 2,400.
Loyola International and Comparative
Law Journal 1,000.
J .essup Moot Court 1,000.
Scott Moot Court. ' 300. *
Business Law and Litigation Society 300. **
Libel and Slander Night 1982 $500
loan
NOTE: Hillel-Jewish LaF Students and Loyola
Gay Law Students Union did not attend
the Budget Hearings. The Committee
recommends funding these organizations-
$50 each pending further communication
with each organization.
TOTAL: Allocation $11,719.
Loans $ 1,950.
Day SBA Contribution $7,735.
Night SBA Contribution $3,984.
*Conditional allocation
**Organization eligible for possible future funding.
From Left: Father Vachon portrait unveiled; Cardinal Manning
blesses Loyola, and a Father, a Cardinal, and a Mayor cut the
. cake. Photo by, Mitch Earle
\
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A Challenging Interview
Michael S. Josephson is Loy-
ola's dynamic professor of
Criminal Law, Evidence, and
the newly-instituted, but con-
troverstal "Ethics, Counseling,
and Negotiation. " He is also a
tireless entrepreneur and, the
founder and driving force be-
hind BRC and CES.
Charismatic and outspoken,
he is the sort of individual about
whom it is difficult to feel neu-
tral. To many students, he is the
consummate teacher; to others,
he is perceived in more negative
terms. He has often been ac-
cused of being condescending
and egotistical.
ViolenceAgainstWomen-
(Continued from page 1)
behavior.
The slides were compiled and
presented by Melinda Lowrey
and Joyce Wolfe of Women
Against Violence Against
Women (WAVAW). The group'
is a grassroots organization
dedicated to raising the public's
consciousness about the casual
relationship between the media's
blatant as well as subtle depic-
tions of women as willing vic-
tims of sexually-related violence
and the alarming rate of
assaults, rapes and murders
perpetrated against women in
our society.
WAVAWattempts to prevent
the display of sexually violent
images by "reminding" busi-
ness entities that the use of these
images to sell their products
constitutes a failure to meet
their social. responsibilities.
"WAVAW claims that boycotts
and press conferences have
proved to successful memory,
refreshers. -
'Subtle-Violence
Although the blatant illustra-
tions registered WAVAW's
point, the very subtle ones,
which the average consumer
would not immediately find of-
fensive, had a greater impact on
this writer and perhaps the au-
dience as a whole. For instance,
a frequently run Espirit clothing
ad shows an attractive, smiling
woman lying horizontally with a
. man standing behind her holding
a presumably hot iron over her
genitals. This slide was juxta-
posed to a pornographic slide
showing a four foot jackham-
mer drill aimed at a nude
woman's genitals. The two
slides' distinguishing factor was
the degree of blatantness they
projected, not their message
that women want and society
condones this sort of treatment.
After the slide presentation,
an ACLU representative, Susan
McGrievy; a feminist speaker,
Lynn Magniri-Donovan and
Professor Chris May discussed
what legal remedies, if any, are
appropriate to prevent the prop-
ogation of First Amendment
f~edoms. -
Ms. Magnin-Donovan, the
feminist speaker, called for leg-
islation that would prohibit
depictions of violence against
women. She acknowledged the
inherent ambiguities in char-
acterizations of this kind, yet
she contended that the social
value of presenting these
"atrocities" would outweigh
the marginal constitutional in-
fringements.
Professor May discussed the
potential of the already existing
constitutional avenues. He
prefaced his "lecture" with the
wish that private pressure could
eliminate the issue. He sug-
gested, though, that given the
reality of the complete success
of private efforts, violence
against women could be class-
ified as obscenity under many
states' obscenity laws; for ex-
ample, group libel under the ex-
isting, but very diluted, Beau-
harnais decision. Also, unpro-
tected speech as defined by the
"clear and present danger" test
might be obscene if statistical
and social studies established
the connection between violent
sexual images "and real life
violence.
Most of the audience attend- "
ed the presentation familiar
with the well-worn phrase "sex
sells." By the end of the evening,
they were aware that violence
against women sells. They were
left to individually consider how
much violence against women
can be and should be tolerated
. in society in the name of the
First Amendment.
KamacAppearing At L & S Night
Burbank (UPI)-Soon it will
once again be time for that mys-
terious visitor from the Far
East. That. all-knowing, all see-
ing omniscent, omnipotent seer
and former used pantyhose
salesman, Karnac the Magnifi-
cent.
If you would like to help Kar-
nac in his one and only Libel
and Slander Night appearance,
please submit your questions
and answers to The Loyola Re-
porter, Mailbox #73 in the new
building.
In an unsuccessful attempt to
dispel/ such characterizations,
Professor Josephson annually.
challenges "any member of the
student body to debate him on
any subject, predicting victory
for himself, of course. The 1982
Challenge has just been issued
and in this interview: Professor
Josephson lends some insight
into the background and rea-
sons for laying down the gaunt-'
let.
REPORTER: "What is the' J0-
sephson Challenge' and what
inspired you to issue it in the
Jirst place?"
JOSEPHSON: "The Challenge
ismy attempt to givethe student-
body a chance to select a cham-
pion representing the best Loy-
ola has to offer in terms of
debating and arguing skills and
to demonstrate both to jhe stu-
dents and the faculty that a pro- .
fessor can be fully pummelled
before his peers.
"As far as the inspiration is
concerned, it goes back to my
days on the senior debating
team at UCLA. In my last year
there, I similarly challenged a
member of the junior debating
team advising him that he could
choose any topic, fabricate any
evidence, and I would be un-
aware of the subject of the de-
bate until first hearing it upon
my opponent's opening argu-
ment. Regardless of those hand-
icaps, I assured him I'd still
win. Anyway, his topic turned
out to be whether or not Santa
Claus was Communist."
R: That 'seems like a topic ~ith
serious global ramifications.
But what about rhe first time
you issued your Challenge at
Loyola?
J: That was three years ago. The
student who accepted the Chal-
lenge was Allan Ides. As you
know, Allan was number one in
his class, was editor of the Law
Review, and has spend the last
year clerking for Byron White
on the U.S.Supreme Court.
This semester he's at Loyola,
teaching a constitutional law
seminar on the first amend-
ment. No doubt his experience
in the Challenge benefitted his
career.
R: How did the actual debate
go?
J: Very well. He accused me of
intentionally inflicting occular
distress for the manner in which
I dress. But he argued in my de-
fense and forced me to debate
against myself, somewhat in the
vein of what Mr. Steven Spitzer,
the 1981 challenger, did last
year.
R: Since you brought that up,
can you compare the two chal-
lenges at all?
J: Well, Steven's topic con-
(Continued on page 7)
~ " ,.· .'.• Sample Karnacs: •
• Answer: The high court •
: Question: Name any court :
~ 'that Prof. Sulnick •.
• sits on. •
: Answer: Sandra Dee, the :
• number 10, Prof. •
• Josephson. •
~ Question: Name a gidget, a •
= digit and a midget. : "• •• Answer •
• Question "•• •
• Answer •• •• Question •
• Answer •• •• Question •
11. ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• ,
.SATURDAY,
March 20 th
8:00 PM
Paul Revere Jr. High School
Tickets available soon at the usual outlets
The Josephson Challenge 1981:
the challenger, Steven Spitzer,
rises to the oc~s;on.
The Josie Challenge
teach 'a class at Loyola. The se-
cond chillienger, Craig de Recat,
dressed as an ape and improved
his image and reputation as a re-
sult. The last challenger, Steven
Spitzer, has gone nowhere but
that is because the event was the
highlight of his life.
The student champion, shall
be selected without my collabor-
ation and through an open and
democratic process by the Libel
and Slander Committee. Con-
tact Howard Davine at the SBA
office or at 881-1086. The dead-
line for application is Feb. 25.
The Rules
1. The student challenger se-
lects a topic designed to resem-
ble a legal-type proposition on
appeal.
2. The topic shall not be re-
vealed to me until" the moment
of its public presentation, thus
assuring spontaneity.
3. The student challenger shall
have the right to the first open-
ing argument of 5 minutes after
a one minute recess to allow the
challenger to collect his meager
. thoughts.
4. The Champion shall make a
6 minute response.
5. The student challenger will
have an optional one minute
rebuttal.
6. Both parties may, and ate
expected to, freely fabricate and
cite supporting authority.
7. To qualify, the argument is
to be made before an illustrious
panel of judges who are duty
bound to pepper the partici-
pants with provoking questions,
In keeping with the spirit of
noblese oblige,'engenered by the
event popularly called Libel and
Slander Night, I, Michael Jo-
sephson, call upon the Loyola
Law School student body to
bring forth a champion to-engage
with me in the Fourth Annual .
contest of Ersatz Appelate Ad-
vocacy.
With uncharacteristic self ef-
facing humility, I offer myself
up to the collective ridicule and
subsequent abuse which inevita-
bly follows this event. As his-
tory has shown, the rules are de-
signed to advance the career of
the student challenges in spite of
dubious iritellect and moderate
wit.
The first student challenger
Allan Ides went on to clerk for
the United States Supreme
Court and now, even higher, to
The Reporter
needs writers
Attend the meeting today at 4:30
in our office and find out how you
can become a staff member or editor
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Last semester, Loyola stu-
dents participated in Softball
and Football. The tournaments
culminated in playoffs with the
following results:
Softball
Simon's Diamonds
Michelob Lites
This semester the SBA is offer-
ing Softball, Volleyball & Bas-
Teams
Softball
1. Simon's Diamonds
2. Braindeath's II
3. Wellenkamp Baloons
4. Gilbert's Guys & Gals
5. Hit & Run II
6. Nolo Contendre
7. Pep Boys
8. Proximal Convoluted
9. No Names
Basketball
1. Desolation Angels
2. I Felta Thigh,
3. Loose Balls
4. Unknown 6
5. 3' d Air Controllers
6. Reasonable Minds
7. Reversionary Interest
8. Braindeath
Volleyball
1. Hit the Deck
2. Lettered Asses
3. Learn Primo
4. Foreplay
As before, students will com-
pete to participate in champion-
ship playoffs, to be help in
April. Also in April, the Athle-
tics Program will host a picnic
for all students involved in Ath-
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Football Finals
Gaelic Clan
Jerry's Kids
Semifinals
Jerry's Kids
Gigalos
Gaelic Clan
Directed Vetdicts
ketball. The following teams
have entered the tournaments:
Captains
Jim Simon
Richard Pacheco
Barry Goldberg
Edward Misiewicz
Pat Shibuya
Mark Drever
Dave Karp
Jim Morris
Michele Levine
Douglas Kunin
Rick Stone
, David Hurman
Ken Stavitz
Jonathan Roth
Ted Endres
Tom Nixon
Howard Snyder
Miles Barrett
Paul Kay
Jan Staivich
Mike Kenney
letics this year. A two-person
volleyball tournament will be
among the events held at the
. picnic.
Good luck to all the teams.
That Irish rover Torrence Car-
ney nearly looses his kilt as he
dances away from a would-be
Photo by Craig Bockman
tackler in the Gaelic Clan's
24-18 victory over the Directed
Verdicts last semester.
Interview--~--
(Continued from page 6)
cerned the necessity and utility
of bar review courses and he na-
turally argued in the affirma-
tive. It was primarily a string of
personal attacks and some ex-
cellent jokes but it was hard for
me to respond, perhaps because
I was still reeling from the in-
sults. Allan, on the other hand,
embellished his argument with
.rnythical court opinions as to
why my style of dress did not in-
flict occular .distress, or if it did,
that it was at least not done in-
tentionally. And that's more in
accordance with the underlying
theory of the challenge: that
each party is free to fabricate
u.s. Atty-
(Continued from page 5)
Assistant United States At-
torney John W.Spiegel, who
22 conducted the investigation in
12 conjunction with the Los Ang-
eles Office of the FBI, said that
10 each of the 32 mail fraud counts
o carried, a possible maximum
28 penalty of five years in prison
22 and a $1000 fine, although the
maximum sentence is not usual-
ly imposed for each count. Spie-
gel said that the arraignment
was scheduled for February 8,
1982 in U.S. District Court in
Los Angeles, at which time a
trial date was to be set.
'iJ(IJ~ 1J3(!J[B IE
~U([1(]'iJ0(IJ~(]~
This, the second instal/ment
of "The Buck Starts Here", is
concerned with future changes
in the Financial Aid Office. In
the last issue of The Reporter,
several of the policy and proce-
dural changes implemented by
the Financial Aid Office to
satisfy mandates of federal law
and regulation were outlined.
In Fall, 1982, the Financial
Aid Office plans to have in
place computerized award let-
ters which will dramatically
speed up the awarding/dis-
bursement process.
United States District Judge This year the Office had to
Robert J. Kelleher imposed a produce award letters by hand
sentence of seven and one-half for each student. Our newly ac- '
(7- Y2) years imprisonment on . quired computer capability will
ALONSO lUOS LIZAR- make the financial need deter-
RAGA. Lizarraga, 4t', of Mex- mination/student notification
ico, had previously served a parts of the awarding cycle
portion of his original 15 year much less cumbersome and will
sentence for his part in a major result in earlier notification to
narcotics conspiracy, and was students who are eligable for
on probation at the time of his National Direct' Student
most recent arrest for herion Loans, College Work-Study,
trafficking. and School Budget' Work
Lizarraga was initially con- awards.
victed in 1977 in the case of In the area of scholarship
United States v. Valenzuela. In awards, the Financial Aid Of-
the Valenzuela case, federal and fice, in coordination with the
state agents discovered heroin at Faculty Scholarship Commit-
Lizarraga's residence and his tee, will meet in the summer to
"stash pads." A total of over insure that- scholarship awards
140 pounds of heroin was seized are announced before the begin-
in connection with the Valen- ning of Fall Semester, 1982.
zuela case. "This efort will require that all
According to Assistant Unit- faculty submit their grades to
ed States Attorney Lucinda C. the Registrar on or before June
Scott who prosecuted the con- 2.5, 1982. Recognition and re-
tested, probation revocatlon tention of the law school's top
hearing, Judge Kelleher found scholars requires the full coop-
that Lizarraga had again been eration of the administration
involved in the sale of heroin, and faculty.
and had knowingly frequented a "Oem Loans,
heroin "stash pad." In impos- Dem Loans,
ing imprisonment of Lizarraga, Dem Loans"
Judge Kelleher noted that all the Federal law and regulation, in
individuals involved in the Val- effect since October 1, 1981, es-:
enzuela conspiracy were "pros" tablish an "adjusted gross in-
in the heroin business and that it come" of $30,000 and below as
was totally unbelievable that Li- the threshold criteria for auto-
zarraga was innocently involved matic eligibility for guaranteed
in the recent heroin offense. student loans. (See related arti-
HEROIN 'STASH PAD'
J: Well, that's possible. You
must remember, Mr. Spitzer is a
Canadian and I have always
feared the Canadian wit and in-
sight. I - suspected that Steve
would over-achieve and I pan-
dered to the crowd as a result.
R: The result of last year's
challenge was both of you being
declared co-winners. How can
you issue another challenge
without first claiming the title as
your own?
J: As far as I'm concerned, he
J: I wouldn't call it a personal can have the title all to himself.
battle, or even a skirmish. Mr. I don't recall a belt going with
Spitzer, merely by virtue of his it. I don't need a clear victory _
personality calls some attention I'm satisfied with an unclear
to himself. Anyway; attention is defeat.-
one form of affection. . .
R A d h ld ' R: Have you personally enjoyed
: n ow wou you assess participating in your Chal-
Steve's overall performance? 'I ?, enges.
J: He did very well. It was a ma- J. Oh th' I· t f f n If. I' h f h' . yes, ey re a 0 0 u.
jor accomp IS ~ent or im to I didn't enio them I'd stop is-
keep from drooling. ' th J Y ,'. sUIng em.
R: You didn't do badly your- R v f 'I II tte d' If f d: lour ami y usua y a n s
se , Pro essor. You seeme to LOb I d SI d N' ht h tI e an an er ig ; W a
be able to perfectly. capture the do the think?
moment by appearmg on stage y. .
in a Superman' outfit. It seems J: My family loves It.
as if you had a notion you R: Did your five-year-old son
would need something to dis- have a good time?
tract from what would inevi- J: He enjoyed himself immense-
tably be a weak response 10 Mr. ly last year. He really loved my
Spitzer's formidable intellect Superman outfit. But then
and powers of elocution. again, he really thinks I am.
his or her own evidence and the
argument will take the form of
appellate advocacy, with ersatz
authority.
R: Getting back to last year's
challenge, wouldn't you char-
acterize the debate as something
of a personal battle, given that
Steven Spitzer has been a stu-
dent of yours in every course
you've taught these last three
years and in view of the shots
you took at him during class?
cle by Kemp Richardson.)
Since the federal government
will soon institute a program re-
quiring that the Financial Aid
Office have on file a source doc-
ument indicating, "adjusted
gross income" for selected stu-
dents, the Office will collect IRS
1040's as part of the financial
aid application process. Also
the Student Aid Application for
California will be a required
item in the application process
for 1982-1983.
Reagan Administration pro-
posals to reduce the federal cost
of financial aid for graduate
and professional students in the
1982-1983 fiscal year are due to
be announced in the very near
future. Students are advised to
follow media accounts of the
proposals and watch for notices
at the law school detailing Rea-
gan Administration proposals
and possible student responses
to recommended administration
changes in financial aid pro-
grams.
$30,000-
(Continued from page 1)
earri $30,000 per year or more.
For example., suppose the esti-
mated schoolcost is $12,500 for
. a single independent student.
The estimated family contribu-
tion from asingle independent
student earning $30,001 would
be $20,300. '$20;300 from
$12,500 would produce no eligi-
bility. However, as most single
independents attending school
- full-time earn far less than
30,000 per year, most will auto-
matically qualify for the full.
$5,000 loan.
Several points should be
noted. First, some of these
figures are subject to variation.
Estimated family income, for
instance, can vary depending on
extenuating circumstances such
as unusually large expenses. The
cost of attending school can
be changed due to such factors
as an unforeseeable jump in
gasoline prices. Thus, at this
stage, these figures are more
general guidelines than concrete
reality. ,
Second, the nature of the sys-
tem is now such that if a student
is basically independent, yet is
officially dependent for tax
, deduction purposes, it might be
better for the student to end his
dependency arrangement. A de-
pendent student coming from
an upper-middle class family
would, have a difficult time
qualifying for a substantial
loan, but as an independent
would be much more likely to
receive such an amount. There-
fore, if a student does not
receive substantial support from
his parents and does not live
with them, it might be to his ad-
vantage to no longer be declared
as a dependentby his parents.
Finally, it should be noted
that the above is based on mat-
ters as they now stand. There is
still a good deal of proposing
and counter-proposing concern-
ing the GSLP among legislators
and lenders, and it cannot be
determined if matters will stay
as they are now. Any changes of
great significance will be
repored in later editions of The
Loyola Reporter.
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SAVE $50
ENROLL IN BAR/BRI NOW ($50 down payment required)
AND RECEIVE PREPARATION FOR
THE MULTISTATE PROFESS.IONAL RESPONS'IBILITY EXAM
FREE OF CHARGE" .
PROGRAM INCLUDES:
1) Complete 31/2 hour-lecture by PROFESSOR RICHARD WYDICK,
U.C. DAVIS;
2) Professional Responsibility Manual which includes, inter alia,
a) 112 pages of reference material.
b) 135 objective practice exam Questions, and
/
-
c) a complete ABA Code of Professional Responsibility and ABA
Code of Judicial Conduct:
3) 2'complete practice Professional Responsibility exams.
BAR R~VIEW
Contact your nearest BAR/BRI office or a campus representative so that you may pick up' your
materials immediately. A limited number of exam applications are available at the BAR/BRI
office.
,
YOUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES ARE:
Marilyn Butler 5'82 Susan Richter 5'82- Marsha Palmer 5'83
478-9431 661-3589 858-3742
Mike Cerrina 5'82 Ann Snyder 5'82 Bob Schulte
5'83
389-4932 570-1689
. 256-1439
Craig deRecat 5'82 Gay Le Tamler 5'82 Helen Sweeny
5'83
399-8242 479-6244 577-8278
Karen Kahn 5'82 Arne Vaughan 5'82 Greg Faulkner
5'84
836-3587 208-687'Z 653-7086
KippLyons 5'82 Karen Henderson 5'83 Cliff Werbel
5' 84
829-1098 476-0759 277-1238
Susan Moraga 5'83
202-1802
11801 West Olympic Boufevard
Los Angeles. California 90064
(213) 477-2542-
352 Golden Ga te Avenue
San Francisco, California 94102
(415) 441-5600
1323 Second Avenue
San Dieqo, California 92101
(714) 236-0623
